
Tasks: Reflections:

Prototype hook delivery arm elevation 
mechanism.

We used aluminum plates to create a base for 
the lead screw and motor and finished the piece 
that attaches the motor to the arm.

Meeting Date: 12-19-2015

Meeting Time: 9am-12pm

Hanger
We decided that, instead of using an attachment with a pivot to connect the lead screw and drawer slide, we 
are going to use a plate that the drawer slide merely rests on.  To make this plate, we used a piece of 
aluminum plate that we drilled and tapped three 6-32 holes in.  These holes were positioned so that we 
could attach the special nut for the lead screw that we are using.  We also drilled a hole in the aluminum 
plate in the center for the lead screw to go through.  On a separate aluminum plate, we drilled clearance 
holes so that we could bolt the channel housing the worm gear and the motor on.  Next time, we will drill a 
second set of holes so that we can attach it to the robot's base plate, which has a different hole pattern than 
the tetrix holes. 

We are using a drawer slide to drop a hook over the top bar.  We decided that we would mount a pulley 
mechanism to the drawer slide to extend it.  We are also going to mount a servo mechanism to the end to 
drop the grappling hook.
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Tasks: Reflections:

Mount electronics. We mounted the electronics on an upright flat 
plate.

Prototype hook delivery arm elevation 
mechanism.

Finished the mechanism for raising and lowering 
the drawer slide.

Prototype grappling hook and the servo delivery 
mechanism for it.  

We made a prototype hook for hanging the 
robot and mounted a servo on the end of the 
drawer slide arm.

Meeting Date: 12-23-2015

Meeting Time: 10am-4pm

The hook delivery arm fully extended, with the servo arm 
that will deliver the grappling hook extended.

Hanger
We finished attaching and testing the mechanism to 
raise and lower the drawer slide extension 
mechanism, moving the winch and lift mechanisms 
forward about three inches to allow the drawer slide 
itself to be lowered a further two inches, which is 
exactly what we needed. We then mounted the 
electronics on a plate and bolted the plate up in the 
back of the robot between the drawer slide and the 
right-side treads. We noted lots of potential wobble 
in the plate, and used a brace to steady the top. If 
needed, we have space to add another brace as well.

We finished the drawer slide and are working on a 
"grappling hook" design to drop over the top bar. We 
made a hook, but it caught on the bar and wouldn't 
"grab" the bar. So we are going to make the "body" of 
the hook shorter and attach the string closer to the 
hooks.

Part Working On
We used a flat plate to mount the electronics.  We 
mounted it upright, with the shorter side parallel to 
the base of the robot.  The total number of motor 
controllers we need is 3, and we only need 1 servo 
controller, plus the main control box.  They all fit on 
a single plate.  The plate was really wobbly, and we 
were worried about our connections being unstable, 
so we used an aluminum bar that extends at an angle 
from its connection point at the top of the plate to 
stabilize the electronics tower. The failed grappling hook. 28



Tasks: Reflections:

Designate a place for team numbers and sponsor 
logos on robot.

One set of numbers will go on the tank tread 
sides along with the sponsor logos, the other set 
of numbers will go on the side of the climber 
dumper.

Put flag holder on robot. We mounted the flag holder inside the climber 
dumper holder. 

Mount climber dumper. We mounted the climber dumper on the main 
robot base.

Assign joystick button functions for 
programming.

A diagram of the joystick buttons and their 
functions was made.

Re-do grappling hook prototype. We made a version of the original hook that has 
squared-off hooks instead of round ones.

Meeting Date: 12-30-2015

Meeting Time: 10am-4pm

Flag Holder
We used a long, thin piece of tubing as our robot's 
flag holder.  We mounted it with a tapped tube 
clamp onto the base plate of the robot, inside the 
channel that the climber dumper is mounted on.  To 
stabilize the tube, we zip-tied it to some of the holes 
on the channel.

The robot with the mounted climber dumper, which also 
houses the flag holder.

Climber Dumper
We mounted the climber dumper, a servo that 
dumps a custom molded tray connected to the servo 
with a bar, between the lift and the left tank treads 
on a vertical channel. The dumper is positioned to 
dump the climbers when the robot is right against 
the wall. We also used the channel to mount a servo 
controller, and put a bar across the top to the plate 
holding the three motor controllers, the main 
controller, and the phone, bracing both of them to 
reduce wobble when the robot moves.

The robot with the mounted climber dumper, which also 
houses the flag holder. 29



Programming
Before we started programming our robot, we 
wanted to decide what buttons would run what 
mechanisms on our robot.  We mapped out both a 
one-driver system and a two-driver system, so we can 
drive with either number of people.  To record 
which buttons will run what, we printed out pictures 
of the joysticks and labeled the necessary buttons. 

Hanger
First we drew out a precise drawing of how the 
grappling hook would need to be placed for it to be 
perfectly parallel. Then, we welded it, using the 
diagram as a guide.  Afterwards, we tested our new 
grappling hook. We made many different grappling 
hooks, some of which worked better than others. We 
found out that square hooks work the best.

The rounded grappling hook design on the drawing used 
to position the bent pieces of steel rod. The squared-off grappling hook design.

Joystick 1 functions for a two-driver program.Joystick 1 functions for a two-driver program.

Meeting Date: 12-30-2015

Meeting Time: 10am-4pm
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Meeting Date: 12-30-2015

Meeting Time: 10am-4pm

Joystick 2 functions for a two-driver program.
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Meeting Date: 12-30-2015

Meeting Time: 10am-4pm

Joystick 1 functions for a one-driver program.
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Meeting Date: 12-30-2015

Meeting Time: 10am-4pm

A diagram of the joystick button assignments for our two-driver program, with the names that we are going to use in 
our program (see the motors and servos diagram on the next page for locations). 33



Meeting Date: 12-30-2015

Meeting Time: 10am-4pm

A diagram of the motors and servos on our robot.
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Tasks: Reflections:

Prototype grappling hook servo delivery system. We started to prototype the hook servo delivery 
system.

Test the robot to see if it can get up the 
mountain with the hanging mechanism.

We need to weight the front of the robot.

Clean up our robotics room after it flooded. We cleaned and dried our robots and removed 
the debris from our room.

Meeting Date: 1-6-2016

Meeting Time: 5:30-8pm

Hanger
We drilled a hole straight through the center of the 
grappling hook, then, we started to brain storm ideas 
on how to mount the grappling hook and also how 
to get the wire to stay in it.  We came up with an 
idea to attach the hook to the piece that will flip it 
over the bar with a string. Our grappling hook.

A view of the ceiling… what’s left of it.

Base
When we test drove our robot up the mountain with 
the electronics and the hanging mechanism 
mounted, we realized that it had become back heavy.  
When we got to the first churro, the front of the bot 
would tip up, and as we drove further, the robot 
flipped over.  To counteract this, we added four 
pounds of lead dive weight to the front of the robot 
(for these preliminary tests, we just zip-tied them 
on) and fully lowered and extended the hook 
delivery arm.  When we tested this, it was too heavy, 
so we tried two pounds of weight, which worked 
better but was just a little too light.  We might also 
try adding the weight to the end of the arm so we 
can adjust the amount of counterbalance we have.

Cleaning Up After the Flood
During the day today, pipes in the ceiling of our 
robotics room broke, spilling hundreds of gallons of 
water over our robots, supplies, and field.  Half of 
the ceiling also caved in on top of our robots.  
During practice, we dried out our robots and cleaned 
up the debris from the fallen ceiling and tried to 
limit the water damage that our things had suffered. 

Our room after it flooded and the ceiling fell in.
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Tasks: Reflections:

Weight robot for balance on the mountain. We put weight under the robot and on the 
extending arm.

Prototype flippers to trip the zip line climbers. We successfully created the flippers.

Finish grappling hook servo delivery system. We finished the flipping device for the grappling 
hook but did not mount it.

Meeting Date: 1-9-2016

Meeting Time: 9am-12pm

Base
After several rounds of testing, we decided that the 
best way to weight the robot is to put a two pound 
weight under the front of the base and a small 
container filled with lead beads to the end of the 
hook delivery arm.  When driving the robot up the 
mountain, we achieved the best results by starting 
with the arm fully in, then extending it as we went 
over the first churro, then retracting it as we 
approached the top of the mid zone. Testing the weight on the robot.

One of our flippers.

Flippers
We used aluminum bars attached to servos to 
prototype the flippers.  During testing, we realized 
that if we added a couple more inches, we could hit 
the top trigger, so we used a longer piece of metal.  
We mounted the flippers on either side of the tank 
treads, with 180 degree servos attached to them so 
that they can swing out and trip the zip line triggers.  
There is on on each side of the robot, because the 
triggers change position depending on which alliance 
we are.

Hanger
We at attached the steel cable to the grappling hook. 
Then, we added a copper tube to the grappling 
hook. After that we put it onto a prototype delivery 
mechanism so we can see if it can go over and hook 
on to the bar.  After we tested it we found out that 
we needed to stop the grappling hook from turning 
when flipped. So we added a large screw to stop the 
hook and found out that is worked perfectly.

Testing the hook delivery system. 36



Tasks: Reflections:

Program the tele-op portion of the robot. All of our tele-op functions, save the elevator 
up, work.

Meeting Date: 1-10-2016

Meeting Time: 10am-5pm

Programming
We invited our former team programmer back for a one-time session on JAVA programming, since he had 
taken an AP Computer Science course that dealt heavily in the language.  He brought our team's current 
programmer up to speed on JAVA, and helped them debug our team's program.  All of our tele-op program 
is written, and everything works on the robot, with one exception.  For some reason, we weren't able to get 
our elevator up command (using the up button on the dpad) to work.  When we went to back to trouble 
shoot it, we realized that we needed to use and if; else; else statement rather than two if; else statements.

Programming
We invited our former team programmer back for a one-time session on JAVA programming, since he had 
taken an AP Computer Science course that dealt heavily in the language.  He brought our team's current 
programmer up to speed on JAVA, and helped them debug our team's program.  All of our tele-op program 
is written, and everything works on the robot, with one exception.  For some reason, we weren't able to get 
our elevator up command (using the up button on the dpad) to work.  When we went to back to trouble 
shoot it, we realized that we needed to use and if; else; else statement rather than two if; else statements.

Programming the robot. Meghan (current team programmer) and Nik (former 
team programmer).import com.qualcomm.robotcore.eventloop.opmode.OpMode;

import com.qualcomm.robotcore.hardware.DcMotor;
import com.qualcomm.robotcore.hardware.Gamepad;
import com.qualcomm.robotcore.hardware.Servo;

/**
 * Created by eTREC on 1/10/2016.
 */
public class OpeyTele extends OpMode
{
    DcMotor leftDrive;
    DcMotor rightDrive;
    DcMotor eleMotor;
    DcMotor winchMotor;
    DcMotor slideMotor;
    Servo rightFlipper;
    Servo leftFlipper; 37



    Servo climbDump;
    Servo hookServo;
    double hookTrim = 0;
    final double CLIMB_SERVO_MIN = 0;
    final double CLIMB_SERVO_MAX = 1;
    final double LEFT_FLIPPER_EXTEND = 1;
    final double LEFT_FLIPPER_RETRACT = 0;
    final double RIGHT_FLIPPER_EXTEND = 1;
    final double RIGHT_FLIPPER_RETRACT =0;
    final double HOOK_SERVO_EXTEND = 0;
    final double HOOK_SERVO_RETRACT = 1;

    @Override
    public void init()
    {
        leftDrive = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get("leftDrive");
        rightDrive = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get("rightDrive");
        eleMotor = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get("eleMotor");
        winchMotor = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get("winchMotor");
        slideMotor = hardwareMap.dcMotor.get("slideMotor");
        rightFlipper = hardwareMap.servo.get("rightFlipper");
        leftFlipper = hardwareMap.servo.get("leftFlipper");
        climbDump = hardwareMap.servo.get("climbDump");
        hookServo = hardwareMap.servo.get("hookServo");
        rightDrive.setDirection(DcMotor.Direction.REVERSE);
        rightFlipper.setPosition(RIGHT_FLIPPER_RETRACT);
        leftFlipper.setPosition(LEFT_FLIPPER_RETRACT);
        climbDump.setPosition(CLIMB_SERVO_MIN);
        hookServo.setPosition(HOOK_SERVO_RETRACT);
    }

    @Override
    public void loop()
    {
        leftDrive.setPower(-gamepad1.left_stick_y);
        rightDrive.setPower(-gamepad1.right_stick_y);
        slideMotor.setPower(.25*gamepad2.left_stick_y);
        winchMotor.setPower(gamepad2.right_stick_y);
        if (gamepad1.y) {climbDump.setPosition(CLIMB_SERVO_MIN);}
        if (gamepad1.a) {climbDump.setPosition(CLIMB_SERVO_MAX);}
        if (gamepad1.right_trigger > 0) {rightFlipper.setPosition(RIGHT_FLIPPER_EXTEND);}
        if (gamepad1.right_bumper) {rightFlipper.setPosition(RIGHT_FLIPPER_RETRACT);}
        if (gamepad1.left_trigger > 0) {leftFlipper.setPosition(LEFT_FLIPPER_EXTEND);}

Meeting Date: 1-10-2016

Meeting Time: 10am-5pm
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Meeting Date: 1-10-2016

Meeting Time: 10am-5pm

        if (gamepad1.left_bumper) {leftFlipper.setPosition(LEFT_FLIPPER_RETRACT);}
        if (gamepad2.x) {hookServo.setPosition(HOOK_SERVO_EXTEND+hookTrim);}
        if (gamepad2.b) {hookServo.setPosition(HOOK_SERVO_RETRACT+hookTrim);}
        if (gamepad2.dpad_left) {hookTrim = hookTrim-.1;}
        if (gamepad2.dpad_right) {hookTrim = hookTrim+.1;}
        if (gamepad2.dpad_up) {eleMotor.setPower(1);}
        else {eleMotor.setPower(0);}
        if (gamepad2.dpad_down) {eleMotor.setPower(-1);}
        else {eleMotor.setPower(0);}
    }
}
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Tasks: Reflections:

Adjust hook delivery servo system. We re-mounted the hook delivery servo system.

Put together the flippers. We attached a piece of rubber to the flippers to 
give them extra reach.

Meeting Date: 1-12-2016

Meeting Time: 3-5pm

Hanger
We needed to mount the mechanism attached to the 
servo higher on the slide arm so that the grappling 
hook was far enough over the top bar to hook on.  
We re-mounted the servo, along with the delivery 
system attached to it.

Flippers
We cut two one inch by five inch pieces of a stiff 
rubber to attach to the flippers to give them extra 
reach.  On the second trigger for releasing the zip 
line climbers, the flippers were either just hitting the 
trigger or were too high to hit it, so the rubber will 
allow us to hit it, but won’t impede us hitting the 
first trigger, which isn’t too low. 
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Tasks: Reflections:

LocTite the nuts and bolts on the robot. We LocTited all the nuts and bolts that needed 
it.

Finish grappling hook servo delivery system. We finished the hook delivery system and tested 
it.

Meeting Date: 1-13-2016

Meeting Time: 5:30-8pm

General Fixes
We went through our robot and LocTited any screws 
that were at high risk of baking out.  Our team has a 
special trick for using LocTite.  If you just use the 
tube, the glue gets all over, so we put the LocTite in 
an insulin syringe and use that as an applicator.  The 
long, thin needle allows you to get the LocTite into 
small spaces, and the plunger and small flow level 
give you a ton of control over the amount of glue 
that goes onto the nut and bolt.  We also completed 
some minor reinforcements to things, adding a 
bracket to the climber dumper support channel and 
adding plug supports to the electronics boxes to 
hopefully prevent plugs from vibrating loose.

Testing the servo delivery system.

Hanger
We finished and tested the hook delivery system, 
attaching the steel cable and hook to the winch and 
testing deployment.  To hold the grappling hook on 
the servo delivery arm until it is over the bar, we 
attached a brass tube to one prong of the hook.  We 
used a bolt on the servo delivery arm to slide this 
tube over to hold the hook on.

Testing the servo delivery system.
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Tasks: Reflections:

Put all applicable stickers and labels on robot. We put our team number, sponsor stickers, and 
warnings on the robot.

Do cable management for the robot. We tied all cables out of the way and tested 
movement.

Meeting Date: 1-14-2016

Meeting Time: 3-5pm

General Fixes
Since we need our team numbers 90 degrees apart, 
we put one set on our tank treads and the other set 
on the front bumper of the robot.  We ran out of 
number stickers, so we need to get two more 7s.  
Our sponsor stickers went on the other set of tank 
treads and on the backs of the vertical mounting 
plates that house our electronics.  We put 'Caution 
Gears' labels by exposed gears.

The electronics are color-coded and the cable are out of 
the way of moving parts.

Electronics
We used zip ties and pipe cleaners to fasten the 
cables out of the way and tested that all electronics 
were communicating and getting power.

The electronics are color-coded and the cable are out of 
the way of moving parts.
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Tasks: Reflections:

Weight robot for balance on the mountain. We modified the weight at the end of the robot 
by solidifying it with glue and adding more 
weight.

Drive the robot. We were able to drive up the mountain and 
hang!

Meeting Date: 1-16-2016

Meeting Time: 9am-12pm

Hanger
We fixed the weight on the end of the 
drawer slide because before we fixed it 
the lead shot on the inside was loose 
and if the cap came off the container, 
we would be disqualified for sure. So 
we mixed the lead shot with glue to 
keep it from moving around.  After 
testing it, we realized that we also 
needed to add more weight to the 
bottle.

Driving the robot on the field.

Our robot hanging!

Part Working On
We tested the bot and drove around. 
We noted that turning sharp made the 
treads prone to coming off the wheels, 
so we used u-brackets to take some 
slack out at the top, which helped a 
lot. We then tested the robot on the 
mountain. After some mishaps, we got 
the routine of climbing figured out 
and managed to hang. We tried several 
more times, during which the cable 
came out of the winch. After 
shortening and crimping the cable 
back in, we also realigned the brass 
gear on the motor. Robot is ready to 
go!

Driving the robot on the field.

Our robot hanging! 43



BOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 Season
Source

BOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 Season
Description Part# Amount FTC Rule#

ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
ServoCity
Modern Robotics
Modern Robotics
Modern Robotics
Boost Mobile
LynxMotion
LynxMotion
LynxMotion
LynxMotion
LynxMotion
Roton
Roton
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct

HS-645HB Servo # 32645S 3 RE04
HS-755MG 1/4 Scale Servo # 32755S 1 RE04
1/2 inch Bore Flat Bearing Mount # 535118 4 RM01
Dual Ball Bearing Hub A # 545444 2 RM01
5/8 inch Bore Flat Bearing Mount # 535122 2 RM01
1/4 inch Collar # 6432K12 10 RM01
1/4 inch Shafting & Tubing Spacers 12 pk # 633104 1 RM01
1/4 inch Bore Set Screw Hub 0.770 inch # 545548 6 RM01
6mm Bore Set Screw Hub 0.770 inch # 545576 4 RM01
Hub Adaptor D 1.50 - 0.770 # 545388 2 RM01
Hub Adaptor A # 545440 4 RM01
1/2 inch Tube Clamping Hub .770 inch # 545340 2 RM01
0.770 Standard Hub Horn Futaba # 525132 4 RM01
ServoBlocks with Hub Shaft Standard Hitec # 637110 3 RM01
ServoBlocks with Hub Shaft Quarter Scale Hitec # 637120 2 RM01
24 inch Aluminum Channel # 585466 4 RM01
17.01.02 12 inch length x 1/2 inch dia. Aluminum Tubing # 635262 3 RM01
1/4 inch x 2.500 inch D-Shaft # 634074 2 RM01
19.03.03 6mm x 300mm Precision Shafting # 634300 2 RM01
6MM Bore Pinion Pulley 10T # 615384 1 RM01
6MM Bore Pinion Pulley 16T # 615386 1 RM01
Aluminum Clamping Motor Mount # 555116 5 RM01
6-32 x 1/4 in Swivel Ball Linkage # 585432 3 RM01
11.935 inch Aluminum Beam  # 585421 6” RM01
6mm bore, 32 pitch pinion gears #615262 1 RM01
Actobotics  Bracket Assortment Pack #639016 1 RM01
Actobotics  Beam Assortment Pack # 639018 1 RM01
Flat Aluminum Panel A (4.5 x 6 inches) # 585002 4 RM01
Flat Aluminum Panel C (9 x 12 inches) # 585006 4 RM01
Core Power Distribution Module w/cables AUP3010 1 RE01
Core Motor Controller w/cables AUM3020 3 RE01
Core Servo Controller w/cables AUS3015 1 RE01
ZTE Phone ZTE 2 RE01
Track - 2" Wide x 21 links ~23" (single) TRK-01 60” RM01
Track Sprocket - 6 Link (Pair) SPRK-01 4 RM01
Track Sprocket - 9 Link (Pair) SPRK-02 4 RM01
Universal Hub - 6mm (pair) HUB-02 8 RM01
Aluminum Hex Standoffs (F/F) - 1-1/2" x 1/4" AHS-04 10 RM01
Torqspline Lead Screw, 3/8 X 1.000, RH, Steel 60998 12” RM01
Torqspline Flange Nut, 3/8 X 1.000, RH, Plastic 92054 1 RM01
6-32 X 5/8 SHCS 18-8 SS  5666060 NA RM01
6-32 X 3/8 SHCS 18-8 SS  5666045 NA RM01
6-32 X 3/4" SHCS 18-8 SS  5666078 NA RM01
6-32 X 1 SHCS 18-8 SS  5666102 NA RM01
6-32 X 1/4 SHCS 18-8 SS  5666029 NA RM01
6-32 X 1/4 BH CAP SCREW 18-8 SS  67561928 NA RM01
6-32 X 3/8 BH CAP SCREW 18-8 SS  67562009 NA RM01
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BOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 Season
Source

BOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 Season
Description Part# Amount FTC Rule#

MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
MSC Direct
The Big Bearing Store
The Big Bearing Store
AndyMark
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Lego Education
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon

6-32 X 3/4 BH CAP SCREW 18-8 SS  67562124 NA RM01
6-32 X 5/8 BH CAP SCREW 18-8 SS  67562082 NA RM01
6-32 X 5/16 BH CAP SCREW 18-8 SS  67561969 NA RM01
6-32 X 1 1/2 SHCS 18-8 SS  5666151 NA RM01
6-32 ZINC PL HEX MACH SCR NUT W/WSH  67468124 NA RM01
M3 METRIC HEX NUT ZINC PL  67476440 NA RM01
M3 SCREW FLAT WASHER ZINC PL  67492843 NA RM01
M3 A2 18-8 SS INT TOOTH LOCK WASHER  66095217 NA RM01
DIN 7985 M3X14 ZP PAN HD PHIL MET MACH SCR  82359829 NA RM01
M3X6 A2 18-8 SS BUTTON HEAD CAP SCREW  85265494 NA RM01
M3 X 10MM METRIC BHCS 18-8 SS  68017441 NA RM01
M3X16 A2 18-8 SS BUTTON HEAD CAP SCREW  6588172 NA RM01
#6-32 18-8 SS NYLON INSERT LOCKNUT  67337287 NA RM01
#6 SAE STANDARD FLAT WASHER ZINC PL  67746404 NA RM01
#6 316SS FENDER WASHER  9181959 NA RM01
3/16 DIA.X 1 O.D. FENDER WASHER ZINC PL  87920104 NA RM01
1/4 DIA.X 1 O.D. FENDER WASHER ZINC PL 87920112 NA RM01
V-Groove Wire Guide Ball Bearing 832287M91 1 RM01
Radial Ball Bearing 3/8" Bore 1606-2RS 2 RM01
NeveRest 40 Motor am-2964 2 RM01
NXT Rechargeable DC Battery 9693 1 RM01
TETRIX 120 Tooth Gear 5000479 2 RM01
TETRIX Bronze Bushing 5000592 7 RM01
TETRIX Flat Spacer 5003353 2 RM01
TETRIX Motor Shaft Hub 5000584 1 RM01
TETRIX L Bracket 5000517 3 RM01
TETRIX Tube Clamp 5000511 1 RM01
TETRIX Flats (160 mm) 5003356 2 RM01
TETRIX Flat Building Plate 5000500 1 RM01
TETRIX 2” standoff posts 5000506 8 RM01
TETRIX 144mm Angle 5000471 4 RM01
TETRIX Channel 5000545 2 RM01
TETRIX® MAX Worm Gear Box W39375 1 RM01
TETRIX® MAX DC Gear Motor W39530 3 RM01
Anderson Powerpole Connectors NA 30 RM01
Latex Tubing - 1/4" ID, 5/16" OD, 1/32" Wall NA 15” RM01
Latex Tubing, 1/4" ID, 7/16" OD, 3/16" Wall NA 32” RM01
E6000® Medium Viscocity 1.0 fl oz Adhesive NA 1 Oz RM01
Wire Ties assorted lengths NA NA RM01
Gaffers Tape Red, White, Blue, Black NA NA RM01
18 gauge braided copper wire Black NA NA RE05
18 gauge braided copper wire Red NA NA RE05
16 gauge braided copper wire Black NA NA RE05
16 gauge braided copper wire Red NA NA RE05
Elastic band white NA 24” RM01
Super Lube Synthetic Grease NA NA RM01
Lock-Tite NA NA RM01
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BOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 SeasonBOM eTREC Robotics 6977: Purchased Parts 2015-16 Season
Description Part# Amount FTC Rule#

MakerGeek
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store
DIY Hardware Store

FILAMENT - PLA 1.75MM - White NA 0.25Kg RM04
Bolt 1/4-20 3/4” NA NA R04
Bolt 1/4-20 1” NA NA R04
Bolt 1/4-20 1-1/4” NA NA R04
Bolt 1/4-20 1-1/2” NA NA R04
1/4-20 bolt NA NA R04
1/4” Washer NA NA R04
AA Bateries NA NA R08
1/16” wire cable 90# test NA 36In R04
1/16” wire cable ferrel NA 2 R04
1/8” Aluminum sheet goods NA 6 SqIn RM01
Lead Shot and Solid NA 4lb RM01
Pipe Cleaners NA NA RM01
22” Drawer Slide NA NA RM2
Nylon cord NA NA RM3
Pipe Cleaners NA NA RM4
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Event Name: Pancake Breakfast

Event Date: 3-14-2015

Event Time: 7am-1pm

Showcasing Our Robot and Summer Project at the East Troy High School Pancake Breakfast
Our team had a booth at the annual East Troy High School pancake breakfast to display our robot, our 3D 
printer, and the prototype of our team's summer project- an automated soda maker.  We demonstrated our 
2014-15 competition robot for people and answered their questions about how it worked, how we built it, 
and what it was able to do.  We explained how a 3D printer works, and demonstrated it for people who had 
never seen one before.  Our automated soda mixer and dispenser prototype generated a lot of interest.  
People really liked hearing about how we were planning on building it so that the user could create their 
own flavor mixes and see them being poured.  As there were a lot of kids at the event, we had information 
about all of the programs FIRST offers, including Jr. FLL, FLL, FTC, FRC, and the FIRST scholarship 
opportunities.

Showcasing Our Robot and Summer Project at the East Troy High School Pancake Breakfast
Our team had a booth at the annual East Troy High School pancake breakfast to display our robot, our 3D 
printer, and the prototype of our team's summer project- an automated soda maker.  We demonstrated our 
2014-15 competition robot for people and answered their questions about how it worked, how we built it, 
and what it was able to do.  We explained how a 3D printer works, and demonstrated it for people who had 
never seen one before.  Our automated soda mixer and dispenser prototype generated a lot of interest.  
People really liked hearing about how we were planning on building it so that the user could create their 
own flavor mixes and see them being poured.  As there were a lot of kids at the event, we had information 
about all of the programs FIRST offers, including Jr. FLL, FLL, FTC, FRC, and the FIRST scholarship 
opportunities.

Our table and robot at the pancake breakfast.

Our light-up LED sign, along with our 3D printer, our 
engineering notebook, and FIRST promotional flyers.

Assorted 3D printed items for people to play with.

Our light-up LED sign, along with our 3D printer, our 
engineering notebook, and FIRST promotional flyers.
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Event Name: Technology Day

Event Date: 8-8-2015

Event Time: 10am-3pm

Showcasing Our Robots for the Boy Scouts of America on Their Technology Day at GE
We demonstrated our 2014-15 competition robot and two of our test robots for the Boy Scouts at the GE 
Health Center.  They were allowed to drive the test bots.  We had our competition robot set up so that they 
could see a demonstration of how it worked and they could ask questions about what the mechanisms did, 
how they were designed, how they were built, ext.  As we were explaining our robots, we walked them 
through the engineering and design process we used to build them.  In addition to our robots, we took some 
small projects various team member had built to demonstrate microprocessors and circuitry.  We had videos 
of our tournaments playing on a projector, and we gave out information on FIRST to anyone who was 
interested.  

Showcasing Our Robots for the Boy Scouts of America on Their Technology Day at GE
We demonstrated our 2014-15 competition robot and two of our test robots for the Boy Scouts at the GE 
Health Center.  They were allowed to drive the test bots.  We had our competition robot set up so that they 
could see a demonstration of how it worked and they could ask questions about what the mechanisms did, 
how they were designed, how they were built, ext.  As we were explaining our robots, we walked them 
through the engineering and design process we used to build them.  In addition to our robots, we took some 
small projects various team member had built to demonstrate microprocessors and circuitry.  We had videos 
of our tournaments playing on a projector, and we gave out information on FIRST to anyone who was 
interested.  

Letting one of the Boy Scouts drive our test robots.
The Boy Scouts got to see how our competition robot 

worked, and then got to run it themselves.

Setting up our test robot for driving with the Boy Scouts.
One of the Boy Scouts driving an NXT Segway powered 

by a gyro sensor. 49



Event Name: STEAM Fest

Event Date: 10-24-2015

Event Time: 9am-3pm

First Annual East Troy High School STEAM Festival
Our high school hosted their first STEAM Festival, and our team participated by having a booth and 
teaching two classes.  At our booth, we had our 2013-14 and our 2014-15 competition robots, our 3D printer, 
our engineering notebooks, and a prize wheel.  We showcased the robotics club, which included showing 
the parts and operation of Borg (2014-15 competition robot), showing Johnny 5 (2013-14 competition robot), 
and allowing test driving of Minion (test bot). We also showcased Arduino circuits, one controlling two 
servos, and the other a motor, and showing off our 3D printer. We also showed the team Dynamic Signals, 
team 7351, our self-constructed playing field and our tank treads.We had two of our robots available for 
people to drive.  We were at out booth for the duration of the event, answering questions for people about 
FIRST, robotics, engineering, our robots, and our team.  Our team also taught two classes.  Shell donated 
saltwater powered matchbox car kits to our team, and we taught people how to assemble and race them, 
and we taught them how the cars worked. 

First Annual East Troy High School STEAM Festival
Our high school hosted their first STEAM Festival, and our team participated by having a booth and 
teaching two classes.  At our booth, we had our 2013-14 and our 2014-15 competition robots, our 3D printer, 
our engineering notebooks, and a prize wheel.  We showcased the robotics club, which included showing 
the parts and operation of Borg (2014-15 competition robot), showing Johnny 5 (2013-14 competition robot), 
and allowing test driving of Minion (test bot). We also showcased Arduino circuits, one controlling two 
servos, and the other a motor, and showing off our 3D printer. We also showed the team Dynamic Signals, 
team 7351, our self-constructed playing field and our tank treads.We had two of our robots available for 
people to drive.  We were at out booth for the duration of the event, answering questions for people about 
FIRST, robotics, engineering, our robots, and our team.  Our team also taught two classes.  Shell donated 
saltwater powered matchbox car kits to our team, and we taught people how to assemble and race them, 
and we taught them how the cars worked. 

Our team at our booth at the STEAM Fest.Our team at our booth at the STEAM Fest.

Teaching a class at the STEAM Fest.
Racing saltwater powered race cars after one of our 

classes at the STEAM Fest. 50



Event Name: WallY Meet-Up

Event Date: 11-11-2015

Event Time: 3-5pm

Meet-Up with WallY Robotics in Waterford, WI
We met up with the WallY robotics team in Waterford to exchange ideas about how to get up the 
mountain.  We showed them our tank treads on our base for this year, as well as the test set of treads we had 
put on Minion (our test bot).  They had created several different wheel base prototypes, including tank 
treads and cog-like wheels.  We really liked their wheels that looked like cogs, with small semicircle cut outs 
in them, and are thinking of incorporating them in our design if our tank treads can't make it up the 
mountain.  Our teams went to their practice field and drove each other’s robots.  They shared with us their 
engineering notebook format and their business plan.  They also showed us their laser cutter and offer us it's 
use.

Meet-Up with WallY Robotics in Waterford, WI
We met up with the WallY robotics team in Waterford to exchange ideas about how to get up the 
mountain.  We showed them our tank treads on our base for this year, as well as the test set of treads we had 
put on Minion (our test bot).  They had created several different wheel base prototypes, including tank 
treads and cog-like wheels.  We really liked their wheels that looked like cogs, with small semicircle cut outs 
in them, and are thinking of incorporating them in our design if our tank treads can't make it up the 
mountain.  Our teams went to their practice field and drove each other’s robots.  They shared with us their 
engineering notebook format and their business plan.  They also showed us their laser cutter and offer us it's 
use.

Driving our robot with the WallY Robotics team. Attempting to climb the mountain at the WallY Robotics 
meet-up.

The WallY Robotics team showing us one of their 
prototypes for the drive train of their robot.

Showing our robot base prototype and tank treads to the 
WallY Robotics team and their mentors.
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